
  Example of Enrichment Planning: Autumn  

Enrichment:  Mosaic   

Teacher:  AS  

Age Range:  Years 1-6  

   

  

9 Habits  

Honest  Considerate  Forgiving  Patient  Humble  Compassion  Joyful  Hopeful  Self- 

Controlled  

  

  

  

  

                

Outcome  To have mosaic tiles on display around the academy (on the walls facing the playground) Aiming 

to gaining Arts mark by working with IKON Gallery  

Visit and 

Date  

Visit to IKON Gallery End of 10 weeks   

Contact learning team: 0121 248 0708  

Confirm visit with: learning@ikon-gallery.org   

Chn will have a tour and a workshop that they will attend   

 Objectives and Activity Summary  

WEEK 1  
  
  

Objective:   

L.O: To create patterns using coloured mosaic paper (big mosaic pieces) Task:   

Introduce what mosaic is and display what mosaic patterns look like – use flipchart    

WEEK 2  
  
  

Objective:   

L.O: To create patterns using coloured mosaic paper (small mosaic pieces) Task:   

Introduce what mosaic is and display what mosaic patterns look like – use flipchart    

WEEK 3  
  
  

Objective:   

L.O:  To design a tile (for our final piece)  

Task  

Have a tour around the school and show chn where there is mosaic (at the front before 

entering the Reception Office) Also see where they would like to place their mosaic tiles 

once completed   

WEEK 4  
  
  

Objective:   

L.O: To draw the final mosaic pattern onto the tile Task:   

Chn to work in groups and they are to complete a tile per group. There are going to be 4 

large tiles that are to be completed – these tiles are to be positioned in different places 

around the academy   

WEEK 5 
and  

WEEK 6  
  

Objective:   

L.O: To create the base and placing the marbles/mini tiles into the correct places Task:   

During week 5 chn to create the mixture that will cement the mosaic pieces   

During week 6 chn are to continue with their tiles and clean off excess cement  



WEEK 7  
  
  

Objective:   

L.O: To polish and finish mosaic tiles Task:   

Chn to fill in any gaps etc with white cement to create the mosaic outline – chn are to 

initial the tiles with their names   
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WEEK 8  
  
  

Objective:   

L.O: To place the mosaic tiles on the school walls Task:   

Chn to have the tiles placed where they had decided to put them – Surj Kumar school 

caretaker to stick them onto the walls using strong cement chn to watch and cheer (have 

photos taken with their tile).    

WEEKS 9   
  

Objective:   

L.O: To evaluate what went well and what didn’t when creating their mosaic Task:   

Chn will be given an evaluation sheet and they are to write down their experiences for 

some questions and other questions will have scales on them for ratings from 0-5   

WEEK 10  
  

Objective:   

L.O: To create a unique tile with their parents (Christmas themed) Task:   

Chn to create tiles with their parents using the festive theme and colours to take home ☺ 

parents to support chn – based on how many chn are in the group- either will be held in 

class or in hall.    

Resources  PowerPoints, Flipcharts, mosaic images, mosaic pieces,    

  

  

Highlight Maths and English links  

  

  


